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HELPING TO MAKE SPORT

MORE INCLUSIVE

HOW WE CREATE CHANGE
WHEN WE...
Build Knowledge

Change Attitudes

Develop Competency

AMONG...
Sports Leaders

(Coaches, Staff, Board)

Sports Organization

Government

Media

Funders

It will create more SAFE, WELCOMING and SUPPORTIVE environments.
SO THAT...
More girls from diverse backgrounds stay
in sport and physical activity.

More women from diverse backgrounds
lead sport and physical activity.

Which will create an equitable and inclusive Canadian sport and physical activity system that
empowers girls and women – as active participants and leaders – within and through sport.
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OUR STRATEGIC GOALS
» Canadian Women & Sport is committed to driving

measurable impact that results in systemic change.

» Our goal by 2024 is to empower

10,000 leaders and 500 organizations
to bring gender equity to life in their work.

» This is a unique moment in time when the benefits

of building an equitable sport system for everyone
are obvious and people are ready to act.

» We will continue to leverage our position as

the leading authority and voice on women and
sport to advocate for gender equity and actively
partner with organizations who share our goal of
changing the game.

Learn more in our Strategic Plan.
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ENGAGING WITH SPORT LEADERS
» We actively create opportunities for individual

sport leaders to access in-depth training and tools
to help them build the knowledge they need to
create change.

» Last year, we worked with 2,700

leaders:

Among those leaders:
94%

reported greater knowledge as a result of their
participation
94%

reported learning new skills as a result of the
session(s)

TRAINING TOOLS
AVAILABLE TO LEADERS:
Gender Equity LENS
e-module
Keeping Girls in Sport
e-module
Same Game Toolkit
Gender Equity in Coaching
Self-Assessment
What is intersectionality?
What is unconscious bias?

View additional tools.
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think it’s important to understand that we all come with our
“ Iown
biases. I think this program allows you to challenge your

perceptions on what gender equity really means. Your beliefs might
be challenged, they might be affirmed but either way you’re going to
come out of this a lot better as an organization and as an individual.”
- MILES KYDD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ALBERTA SPORT DEVELOPMENT CENTRE
2021 Alberta Same Game Challenge Participant
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COLLABORATING WITH ORGANIZATIONS
» Organizations value our ability to meet them where

they’re at in their gender equity journey.

» Those who work with us gain the skills they need to

better implement gender equity in their community.

» Last year, we partnered with 767 organizations

RESOURCES & PROGRAMS
AVAILABLE TO ORGANIZATIONS
Gender Equity
Temperature Check

across all levels of sport:

Same Game Challenge

Among individuals from those organizations:

Gender Equity Consulting

95%

reported that the information and skills gained
through the session(s) were valuable to their work
80%

Gender Equity Playbook
Best practices
for organizations

of individuals at organizations are more knowledgeable
and motivated as a result of their participation
Reach out to Canadian Women and Sport to get more tools and resources for supporting you in
your journey towards gender equity.
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were able to build a vision, targets, and tactics that aligned with
“ We
our broader organizational goals by working with Canadian Women &

Sport. Having the assistance of Canadian Women & Sport throughout
this process has been critical in emphasizing how gender equity
fosters greater innovation, diversity, and inclusivity, all of which will
help to strengthen an already powerful softball community.
This program has empowered our employees, members, and
partners while also laying the framework for increased leadership
and mentorship roles for women in our organization”
- ANGELA BALLANTYNE, MANAGER – LTPD PROGRAMS, SOFTBALL CANADA
2021 Playbook Partner
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KEEPING THE SPOTLIGHT ON THE ISSUE
» We are the voice on gender equity in Canadian sport.
» We reached 360M+

million cumulative
people through the media and 655+
unique media engagements with the
message to support girls and women in sport.

» We advocated for the needs of girls and women

during the pandemic through our research in The
Pandemic Impact on Girls in Sport report.

» We convened 78

national, provincial and
community organizations for a pilot
community of practice event series to share their
learning and experiences

VIEW OUR PUBLICATIONS
The Pandemic Impact
on Girls in Sport
The Sporting
Experiences of
BIPOC Women
& Girls in Canada
Women in Sport
Leadership
Snapshots

View our collection of research and analysis.
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STAY CONNECTED WITH US
When you connect with Canadian Women & Sport, you’ll gain access to upcoming gender equity
opportunities happening throughout the year: events, programs, the latest research, and more.

Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn
and Instagram for the latest news
Subscribe to our monthly newsletter
Email us at info@womenandsport.ca to purchase
Gender Equity LENS codes for your organization
Support us in our endeavor to create a more
equitable sport system for all women and girls
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THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS!
Our intended impact of creating more safe, welcoming and inclusive environments for
women and girls in sport is made possible with our supporters.

Interested in supporting Canadian Women & Sport? Contact info@womenandsport.ca.
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